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Small Talk 
When the tide goes out…  
by Marcus Burns, Senior Portfolio Manager, Australian Smaller Companies 
 
 
Moves which were unpopular 6 – 12 months ago have now caught a whiff of the market’s attention.  We 
believe in the mid-cycle, that is, that most businesses and industries have some form of cycle, be it a long one 
(say 25 years as in the Australian credit cycle) or a shorter one, say the minerals boom which lasted 8-10 
years.  Some would argue that ‘the cycle’ has been displaced by the new world order of super easy credit 
conditions but our thesis is really that the global credit cycle has been elongated and that we are smoothing 
over the natural cyclical balancing factors that normally occur in an economy.  We hope to make our clients 
superior returns if we capitalise something closer to a mid cycle valuation than if we capitalise an over- or 
under-earning business.  By trying to think longer term, we aim to buy earnings that the market or ‘consensus’ 
hasn’t yet worked out or sell where the market has extrapolated these well into the future... let us say beyond 
reasonable doubt.   
 
Let me give you an example.  When I joined Schroders two and a half years ago, I was given the mining 
services sector to cover (in hindsight a perfectly timed hospital pass!).  This was, if you can believe it, a bit of a 
go-go sector at the time.  It includes names like Boart Longyear, Bradken, Forge, Monadelphous and RCR 
Tomlinson to name but a few.  Mining services were a second derivative play on the booming mining markets.  
In fact, they were arguably more sensitive as they often won “peak” work loads from miners and were highly 
sensitive to the major mining capex spend which peaked in 2012.  How we looked at that sector is a perfect 
illustration of our mid-cycle analysis at play.  How do you know you are in a boom when you are in a boom?  
The answer is generally to take a longer term time horizon of data points to assess where we might be.  Taking 
global mineral exploration dollars spent and viewing this against global GDP gave us some powerful insights.  
This showed that base metals mining exploration peaked at close to $21bn in 2012 and that this was 
approximately 40% above a “normalised” level of spend.  It was incredulous for a mining services analyst at the 
time to be asking management how they planned to deal with the inherent cyclicality in their business and 
potential correction in spending.  A blank stare from management was amongst the more polite responses to 
this question.  This insight, coupled with the fact that most mining services businesses were earning record 
margins, led us to broadly position mid cycle earnings 40-60% lower than market consensus at the time… well 
when the tide goes out.  
 
Our portfolios were appropriately cautious on this sector at the time with little exposure.  As the sector 
disappointed investors, there have been many ‘Turkey Moments’ (moments of abrupt recognition that reality 
and hope were a long way apart) and in some cases bankruptcy.  Collectively the mining services sector has 
been a dreadful performer.  As we have now seen a significant compression in valuations we are selectively 
seeing opportunities.  Again this is all based on us formulating a solid thesis around a mid-cycle valuations.  
This is also the reason we have been very cautious on iron ore juniors.  Our long term thesis for iron ore price 
is a level materially below where spot markets have traded for some time and based on the huge incremental 
supply side response from the Australian majors (BHP, RIO and FMG).  We expect higher cost Chinese iron 
ore producers to drop out and thus lower the equilibrium price level for iron ore.  As many of these junior 
providers – Atlas Iron, BC Iron and Sundance are high cost we found valuations unattractive and have avoided 
those stocks completely despite what were ostensibly low valuations. 
 
This brings us to the present, how do we see the future?  I’d love to say ‘like Federer sees the tennis ball on a 
good day’ but this is sadly not even remotely true.  What we do see however are conditions that may lead to a 
very low inflation environment for a long time.  In three major areas and possibly a fourth we see a great deal of 
excess global supply.  These are in the production of basic materials, services, monetary supply and possibly 
something we’d like to term “digital supply”. 
 
The boom in China’s productive capacity over the past decade in basic materials like steel, cement and glass 
has ensured that without the continued breakneck growth of the Chinese economy these items will have large, 
efficient and modern supply bases.  Just as Japan was under estimated during the 50’s and 60’s for the quality 
of its electronic goods, some run the risk of assuming Chinese products are of inferior quality – until they have 
been run out of business.  Excess services exist as technology finds new ways of outsourcing mid and lower 
level jobs from western economies to developing ones.  Often the same thematic holds – better cost and better 
quality (as an aside I was impressed recently by how articulate, patient and polite my outsourced telco service 
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call was to someone offshore).  The unified actions of central banks have seen to the excess supply of money 
globally.  The ECB even went as far as to introduce a negative interest rate last night.  Many of us would like 
that on our mortgages I’m sure.  
 
The last concept is that of “digital supply”.  This is basically the idea that technology is now binding people to 
people or “peer to peer” as its known more broadly.  It is the shared economy.  It has already unleashed a 
disruptive deflationary force in hotels (Airbnb), personal transport (Uber) and potentially rental cars 
(drivemycar.com.au or relayrides.com).  The first response from industries about to be impacted by these new 
innovations is to get it regulated out of existence (vis the furore NY City has kicked up against Airbnb).  The 
second should be to get scared and here is the rub; the traditional laws of economics which have hitherto 
applied in these industries don’t apply to the shared economy.  The reason being that many of these goods are 
effectively offered at marginal cost.  If you rent a room out on Airbnb, more than likely you want a reasonable 
return but in most cases you are happy with a positive dollar amount as opposed to something that exceeds 
your cost of capital.  As an owner of a house your costs are relatively fixed – your mortgage doesn’t change, 
nor does your insurance or depreciation with a change in the number of people staying there.  If you are 
travelling your house is earning you zero whilst you are away.  But if you are the Hyatt in Sydney with $400 
million invested in a building, staff to pay and other maintenance costs to bear you need to charge a 
reasonable amount.  The implications on the hotel industry could be large especially when you are relying on 
maintaining occupancies in the low to mid 80%s to get a low but acceptable return on capital.  Locally this is 
likely to have negative implications for hotel chains (Amalgamated Holdings), the travel industry (Webjet, Wotif, 
Corporate travel, Flightcentre) and taxi booking services (Cabcharge).  Incidentally, in case you are wondering, 
most of these peer to peer disruptors are US based at the moment and still in private hands. 
 
Outlook 
Without a significant change in the backdrop of equity valuations we haven’t altered our outlook a great deal. 
Mergers and acquisitions have roared back to life in the small cap space and we suspect that outperformance 
from here will require at least modest exposure to the names likely to be plucked from our midst.  We favour 
businesses that are out of fashion but which possess at least a reasonable core business and moderate 
gearing.  Our sense is that, with a cocktail of low interest rates, low’ish global growth on the agenda, 
reasonably high equity valuations and a recovery in corporate confidence that the scenario is ripe for some 
frantic M&A activity.    
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